88 InsurTech
Accenture
AdNovum
AhnLab, Inc.
Alpiq
AMB Crypto
Ambrosus
Arabian Thermal Air
Assistive Technology
ATOZ Markets
AxLabs
Bank Frick
Bank of England
Bank of Italy
Bank Zarattini
Bankless Times
Bär & Karrer AG
BCB Group
Binance
Bitcoin
Bitcoin Association Switzerland
Bitcoin Suisse
Blockchain Propulsion
Blockfactory
Bloomberg
Börsen
Brave
British Embassy Bern
British Swiss Chamber of Commerce
BTC Manager
BTCC
Bundesblock
Business Insider
Canadian Blockchain Association
Canton of Zug
Canton of Zürich
Cardano Foundation
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CastleX AG
CEX IO
ChainSecurity
CK QLS AG
Close Cross
Coin Codex
Cointelegraph
ConsenSys
CoreLedger
Crypto Briefing
Crypto Valley Association
Cryptobroker AG
CryptoNewsz
Cryptopolitan
Cudera AG
CV VC
CyberFund
data IQ AG
Dfinity
Diginex
Digital Switzerland
Duksacopy
Energy Web Foundation
EOS
EPFL
Espeo Blockchain
ETH Zürich
Ethereum Foundation
EU Blockchain Observatory and Forum
EU Comission
Falcon Private Bank
Federal Reserve Bank of New York
FICAS AG
Fidelity Investments
French Treasury
Future Wealth & Technologies
Generali
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Global Investment Engineers AG
Goodwin
Governement of Canada
GWP
Handelszeitung
HDAC Technology AG
HDC Legal
Helvetic Global Services LLC
Heroes Group
Homburger AG
HQLA
HTC
IBM Research
ICO Holder
IEEE
Inacta
Indian Institute of Technology Bombay
Insolar
integratedCAPITAL AG
IOHK
Kyber Network
L4
Le Temps
Lightchain Ventures
Linum Labs
Liquidity Network
Lisk Foundation
London School of Economics
Loom Network
Loom Network
Lucerne University of Applied Sciences
Luxoft
Lykke
Mashable
Max Planck Digital Library
Microsoft
Mining Optimizer GmbH
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MIT
MME
Monax
mPowered
Music World Cup
Nanolab
National Institute of Informatics
nChain
NEO
NGRAVE
Nortide Capital AG
Nxchange
NZZ
Office for Economy Schwyz
Parity
PB&E
Peer-Energy AG
Polkadot
PostFinance
Prager Dreifuss Ltd.
Procivis
ProFound
PST Legal & Consulting
PwC
Quant Network
Quire Ventures AG
R3
Ripple
Riverhouse Partners
RMIT University
SAP Switzerland
SEBA Crypto AG
Securosys
SICTIC
Sils Capital
SingularDTV
Sionik Communications
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Six Group
Soilehub AG
Sovrin
SRF
State Street
Stellar
Supercomputing Systems AG
Swiss Bankers Association
Swiss Blockchain Federation
Swiss Crypto Vault
Swiss Federal Departement of Finance
Swiss ILC
Swiss National Bank
Swisscom
Swisscom Blockchain
Swissinfo
Swissquote
Tages Anzeiger
Talentica Software
Tamedia
TechFace
The Wall Street Journal
ti&m
Trade Cloud Services Pte Ltd
Tremblant
Trinkler Software
Trust Square
TU Braunschweig
University College London
University College London Centre for Blockchain Technologies
University of Bern
University of Geneva
University of Luxembourg
University of Zürich
Validity Labs
Vontobel
VTB Bank (PJSC)
Wachsman PR
Walder Wyss Ltd.
Walker Risk Solutions AG
Wenger & Vieli
Wicklow Capital
Women in Blockchain
World Trade Organization
World Web Forum
WTO
XMR Systems
XRPL Labs
Yokogawa Electric Corporation
ZHAW
ZondaX GmbH
Zurich Insurance Company Limited